characterization
of the space S'(T), provided in [9] , and could be suitably modified to yield the solution for a similar problem in D'F(T), the space of finite-order distributions with support in T.
1. According to Ehrenpreis [2] , we say that a compactly supported distribution S G £'(Rn) is invertible if, with S denoting the Fourier transform of S, there are constants Ai, A2, A3 > 0 such that for every £ G Rn there exists r\ G Rn satisfying |£-r?|<A1log(2+|e|) and If if is a compact convex set in R", Hk(Q = sup2.ei((x, £) will denote its supporting function; denote by )i the set of all supporting functions of compact convex sets (including the empty set, whose supporting function is -00): then, if S G £'(Rn), M (S) denotes the set of all h € U such that there is a sequence £" -» 00
in R™ with log \sgv + z log i^Di Ls(z, Ci/) =-]-rr-i-log |^| converging to a plurisubharmonic function with supporting function h [4] . Let us now restrict our attention to the case n = 1; let S G <?'(R) be a distribution) with compact support, supp(S) Ç [0, +00); let D'([0, +00)) be the space of distributions with supports contained in [0, +00) and D'+ the space of distributions with supports contained in [o,+00), for some a in R. We have: We first notice that condition (2) is equivalent to ,"^ for all j G Z and all u G <?',singsupp(S * u) Ç [j, +00) implies
It is clear that (2) Now Ti is of compact support, and hence (3) implies that singsupp(Ti) Ç [j, +00). Finally, as u = Ti + T2, we get that singsupp(u) Ç [j, +00). The equivalence of (3) and (1) is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 16.3.13 of [4] . Condition (1) or, equivalently, condition (3), enables us to give some classes of examples of surjective convolutors onto D'([0, +00)); none of them were given in [8] . EXAMPLE 1. Let S be a compactly supported invertible distribution with singsupp(S') = {0}; then we can either use Corollary 16.3.15 of [4] , or remark that, in this case, the set M(S) contains only one function, namely the supporting function of the convex hull of the singular support of S; in both ways one sees that (1) is satisfied, and therefore S* is a surjection. EXAMPLE 2. Suppose S is an exponential polynomial (this means that S is a distribution with finite support) such that 0 G singsupp(S).
Then it is well known that S is invertible and Corollary 16.3.18 of [4] implies that (1) is satisfied. We now turn to the case of several variables. Let T C R™ be a closed convex cone whose vertex is the origin, and which does not contain any straight line. We denote by D'(T) the space of distributions supported in T, and by D? the space of distributions with support contained in some translate of T. It is well known [5] if lmzGTi and |Im.z| > Clog(2+ \z\).
At first sight, it does not seem obvious to verify that every invertible distribution S G £'(R) for which M(S) consists only of one function satisfies (4), but this is indeed an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and Hörmander's results.
The result of [8] , Theorem 1, can be extended in an obvious way to the case of distributions supported in cones; the proof uses the same arguments as in [8] , and the Lion-Titchmarsh theorems for supports of convolutions, [5] : for this reason it does not seem necessary to repeat it here; in this case the surjectivity condition is that S must be invertible, and that ,-} for all a G Rn and all u G D{-,sïngs\ipp(S * u) C T + {a} implies singsupp(u) Ç T + {a}.
However, it is easy to show that, in (5), one cannot replace D^ with £'. To prove it, one simply considers any partial differential operator P(D) which is not hyperbolic with respect to T. Then it is obvious that condition (5) with Vr-replaced by £' is satisfied, while (5) itself is not.
2. In this section F will be an open convex cone, with vertex at the origin, and such that it does not contain any straight line; denote by T* its dual cone r* = {£ 6 R™ : (£, x) > 0 for all x G T}, and let S'(r*) be the space of tempered distributions with supports contained in the closed cone T* . Consider Si,...,Sm G S'(T*): we look for necessary and sufficient conditions on Si,..., Sm in order to ensure the existence of Ei,..., Em G S'(T*) such that (6) Si * Ei + ■ ■ ■ + Sm * Em = 8.
It is well known [9] that the Laplace transform is an isomorphism between S'(r*) and the space H(T) of functions / holomorphic in R" + iT for which there are positive constants a, ß, M such that
where A(y) = dist(y,<9r).
THEOREM 2. Given Si,..., Sm G 5'(r*), a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of Ei,... ,Em in S'(T*) such that (6) holds, is that there exists positive constants C, -7,8 such that, for all z G Rn + if, (7) \Si(z)\ + ■■■ + \Sm(z)\ > C(l + \z\2)^(l + A-^Imz))-1.
PROOF. By taking the Laplace transform of (6), the necessity of (7) is obvious. We only sketch the proof of its sufficiency, since it follows the well-known lines of [3] . First notice that even if H(T) is not an Ap space in the sense of [3] , it does satisfy the properties which are necessary to apply the ¿^-techniques; indeed, since F is convex, the function log(l + A_/3(Imî:)) is plurisubharmonic; on the other hand, using the Laplace transform, one immediately sees that if / G H(T) its derivatives also belong to H(T).
In order to conclude, as in [3] , with the construction of a suitable Koszul complex, it is sufficient to show that if an analytic function / satisfies an L2-estimate of the form / |/(*)|2(1 + |^|2)-'(1 + A^Üm^r^A < +00, JRn+iF where dX is the Lebesgue measure, then / 6 H(T). To prove this, it is sufficient to apply the mean value theorem to / on a ball centered at z and of radius A(Im z)/2, and then to use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
